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Abstract.

We report from an experiment where 400 GeV protons interact

with tungsten nuclei in thin wires laminated into nuclear

emulsion.

The mean multiplicities of black, grey and shower track pro-

ducing particles are found to be 11.5 ± 0.4, 5.2 ± 0.2 and

20.0 ± 0.6 respectively.

The correlations between different particle categories are

studied and we find that the correlation between black and

grey prongs is dependent on the target mass, while the corre-

lation between the grey prongs and the shower particles are

similar to the one found when lighter elements are used as tar-

gets. This provides evidence that the grey prong particles

(recoiling protons) is a measure of the number of collisions

inside the nucleus,



1. Introduction.

In hadron-nucleus experiments where emulsion is used simulta-

neously as target and track detectors, it is in general a diffi-

cult task to separate the target nuclei accurately. Thus des-

pite the many favourable features this detector offers in

multi-hadron-reaction studies, it has the disadvantage of being

an inhomogenous medium. Many efforts have been made to construct

emulsion detectors where well-defined targets are used.

In one method, developed already in 1951, wires are embedded

in emulsion. This first incorporation of wires into nuclear

emulsion was described by Meulemans et al. [1] and Oanysz and

Yekutieli [2]. The most important problem they encountered in

processing such plates was the elimination of distortions in-

troduced by the presence of the wires arising from volume

changes of the emulsion and movements of the wires during the

processing.

One FNAL experiment with loaded emulsions was performed

by Florian st al. [3]. They used a method where metal powder,

uniformly mixed with water, is quickly poured over a 200 ym

emulsion on glass. Thereafter a 200 micron emulsion layer is

added and the resultant sandwich is dried. 300 GeV p-Cr and

p-W reactions have been studier' with this emulsion detector.

Recently, multiplicities in proton induced reactions at 400 GeV

with Al, Cu, Sn and W as targets have been measured in an emul-

sion chambar where thin metal foils were sandwiched between



nuclear emulsion plates [4). The plates in the chamber consist

of nuclear emulsions of 50 ym thickness coated on both sides

of a 800 tim metacryl base.

A new method for introducing well defined targets in nuclear

emulsions has been developed by one of us, B.L., in 1974 [5].

In this method two emulsions, one pellicle and one emulsion

on glass, are laminated with fine wires in a grid between the

emulsions.

In this paper we present results from studies of p-W reactions

in thin tungsten wires embedded in emulsion, according to the

method described in ref. 5. Special emphasis is put on multi-

plicities of grey particles (essentially Knock on protons),

black prong particles (essentially evaporation particles) and

shower particles (essentially produced pions). Experimental

details are given in section 2. Basic results are presented

in section 3. The connection between v (the number of encoun-

ters between the incident proton and the target nucleons) and re-

coiling protons (grey track particles) is discussed in section 4,

The shower particle multiplicities of pions are compared to

the corresponding results in ordinary emulsion in section 5.

Finally a summary of the results is given in section 6.

2. Experimental details.

2.1. Lamination.

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the wirB-loaded emulsion detector.

Thin wires of tungsten mounted in a square frame were intro-

duced in the median plane betwBen one 300 pro nuclear K5 emul-

sion pellicle and one 300 Jim emulsion on glass by laminating

the two emulsions using a lamination solution consisting of



a mixture of ethyl alcohol and water.

The thickness and spacing of the wires were chosen as a sui-

table compromise between the requirements that only a reaso-

nably small part of the field of view in the microscope should

be occupied by the wire, that the absorption of slow particles

should be kept small and that the number of p-W reactions per

plats should be kept reasonably high. A thickness of 20 ym

and a spacing of 250 ym has been used. The size of each plate

was 8x4x0.05 cm3.

2.2. Exgosure.

180 laminated K5 emulsions were irradiated with 400 GeV protons

at FNAL. The integrated flux was about 6«10" protons per cm2.

The beam was parallel to the emulsion surface and perpendicular

to the wires.

2.3. Scanning.

The scanning was performed along the wires with a 22x oil im-

mersion objective and every presumable event, where at least

one track left the wire, was noted. After the scanning each

event was examined in both a 22x and a 100x oil immersion ob-

jective.

The following conditions were used to define an event as a pro-

ton tungsten interaction:

a) The primary proton must be clearly visible and must not

dBviate more than 0.2D from the average beam direction.

b) The primary proton must not pass more than 10 ym from the cen-

ter of the wire. Fig, 2a shows the distribution of tracks of

reacting primary protons with respect to the wire axis. The

solid histogram is the experimental distribution of tracks



from protons initiating reactions classified as p-W events.

The dotted histogram is the expected distribution, calcu-

lated from the geometry of the vires.

Near the median plane of the emulsion we found a reduced sen-

sitivity. We therefore sometimes observe p-W reactions in

the wire without having an easily observable primary proton

track. Since only reactions with clearly seen primary proton

tracks have been accepted for measurements we expect to have

a reduced efficiency of finding proton tracks in the vicinity

of the median plane. The selection criterion consequently

results in a valley in the histogram given in Fig. 2a for events

with Z » 0. (|Z| is the distance between the primary proton

and the wire-axis}. The excess of reactions with Z > 0 may be

understood from the fact that all events in which the position

of the vertex could not be unambigously determined to be inside

the wire have been omitted. Because it is easier to observe

the vertices when Z > 0 than when Z < 0, a much more restric-

ted criterion must be used when Z < 0. Therefore more events

have been excluded when Z < 0 than when Z > 0 ^nd consequently

we expect an excess in the latter interval.

A final test confirming that we have collected a clean sample

of p-W reactions, was performed by comparing multiplicities in

the regions A and B in Fig. 2a. In region A we Bxpect the

samplB of p-W reactions to be unbiased because here it is easy

to separate p-Em and p-W reactions visually (c.f. Fig. 2a).

In the lower region of P a T.uch more careful study of the in-

teraction vertex must be performed because shadow effects are

important [6]. One must also be careful because p-Em reactions

could interfere with p-W events in region B. This is exhibited



in Fig. 2a through the shaded histograms. They show the distri-

bution of p-Em events expected when JZ| < 1G um. In the sample

of reactions accepted for multiplicity studies we did not find

any differences between the sample obtained in the regions A

and B. As an example fie mean value of N. for different Z coor-

dinates are exhibited in Fig. 2b. We obeserv/e that <N,> doss

not depend on Z when |Z| £ 10. Outside this range <N,> quickly

decreases.

One third of the plates have been scanned twice. The scanning

efficiency was then found to be ~ 70% (Nh=0), ~ 80% (Nh=1),

~ 80% (N.=2) and ~ 90% (N,=3). Since we hardly miss any events

with more than four heavy prongs, and the number of events

with Nh < 4 is small (about 10% of the total) we consider the

overall scanning losses to be less than 2%. Most of the subse-

quent analysis is made for fixed N. or N and the results will
n g

therefore not be affected by the loss of small stars.

2.4. Classification-of_th§_tracks.

Shower^garticles (n ) have B > 0.7 and are mainly pions.

5F§y_^r§9b_9§rti9l?§ ^ ) have an ionization between 1.4 I

and 6.8 I , where I is the ionization of incident protons,o o

Grey particles are mainly protons in the energy range 40-400 MeV,

They are emitted during or shortly after the passage of the

incident hadron (10 s) and are mainly knock-on protons. Evi-

dence that the grey prong particles provide a measure of the

number of encounters between the impinging hadron and the tar-

get nucleus has recently been given [7,8].

IN. ) a r e l°w energy p, d and a (ioniza-

tion > 6.8 ! _ ) • They are emitted a long time after the passage



of the incident hadron ( 10 s) and we expect them to be

evaporation particles and to have only a weak memory of the

earlier history of the reaction.

Heavy track particles (N. • N • N. ) have B < 0.7.
"•""• ---- n g D

Separation between shower- and grey-track particles werB per-

formed visually and by sequential analysis whenever necessary [9]

Separation between grey and black particles were performed vi-

sually and whenever necessary by gap-density measurements.

For comparative studies both laboratories (Lund and Bucharest)

have scanned and measured interrctions in two of the plates.

No differences in the scanning efficiency or in the multipli-

city distributions were observed.

2.5. Myltiplicity_cgrrectigns.

The corrections for tracks absorbed by the wire and for tracks

not observed because of an optical shadow zone around the wire

have been calculated by a Monte-Carlo technique [6]. For grey

prong and shower particle tracks the corrections are assumed

to depend only on the wire diameter, the field of view diameter

and the angular distributions. The angular distributions are

taken from p-Em experiments, and they are assumed to be valid

also for p-W reactions. The multiplicity correction is for

grey prongs in p-W reactions 0.04% and for shower particles com-

pletely negligible (0.0041).

To calculate the corrections for black prongs, range distribu-

tions taken from p-Em experiments have been used [6]. They

are tranaformed into range distributions in tungsten. An iso-

tropic angular distribution is assumed. Collision vertices,

emission angles and ranges are generated for the black partic-



les produced in reactions in the wires. This procedure pro-

vides an estimate of the number of black prong producing par-

ticles absorbed in the wire and the number lost because of sha-

dow effects. The average multiplicity correction for black

prongs is found to be

N, - 1.076 x <Nb>measured (1)

To correct the multiplicity distribution, i.e. black and heavy

track distributions, we have to determine the probability

RN,(Nb), of having NL original black tracks when the registered
b

number is N'. With this probability it is simple to recon-

struct the original distribution.

The following expressions are used:

P(N/), the probability of registering

N/ black tracks,b

0(Nb), the probability of having

Nb original black tracks,

RN,(Nb), the probability of having
b

N. original black tracks, when the registered

number is N/.
b

and S., (Nb), the probability of registering
b

N/ black tracks, when the original number

is Nb.

From the experimental data we have P(N/). S^ (N/J is given by

"b w

where q is the probability that a given black track becomes

visible. If range-angle-multiplicity correlations for black
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tracks are neglected, q has a constant value, which is 0.927

for this experiment [6]. The probability P(N/) can now be

written as a sum over all possible N.-values:

Nb.tnax

I
from which we can evaluate Q(N h). When we use (3) to eva-

luate Q(N. ), it is necessary to smooth the experimental N/-dist

ribution, and consequently 0(N. ) will also be smoothed. Equa-

tion 3 can be written as a matrix equation of the type A»XaB,

where A is the triangular N. x N. matrix, which makes

the equation very easily solved. N. has to be chosen

larger than the maximum value from the experiment, so that

O(N^) is stabilized in the experimental region. Here we used

Nb,max " 80-

The last step is to calculate RN,(N. 1 from
b

(N
b D

O(Nb).S (N
5b

where we note that the smoothing of POM/) does not affect

RN,(Nb) very much since it depends on the ratio Q{N. )/P(N£).
b

In the following sections N. and NL are corrected by the above

described method.

3. Basic results.

In all we have studied 470 p-W events. Figs. 3 and 4 show n ,

N , N. and N^-distributions.

In fig. 3 we compare the shower-particle distribution to the

distribution given by the scaling function obtained by Slätte-



ry [10] for pp reactions. We observe a small discrepancy

and conclude that a weak A dependence exists.

The multiplicity distributions of !M , IM. and N. are much widerJ g b n

than corresponding distributions in p-Em reactions (Fig. 4a-c).

The N. - and N -distributions are almost flat up to N. ~ 25 and
n b n

N. — 15 respectively, whereafter the frequency slowly decreases,

On the other hand the N -distribution decreases exponentially

with increasing N -values. Probably the target nucleus frag-

mentation in p-AgBr reactions exhibit similar behaviour and

the excess of particles with NntN. ) <, 5 observed in p-Em reac-

tions stems entirely from proton reactions with light nuclei

(H and CNO).

The mean number of black track particles, <N.>, for a given

value of N is target mass dependent (Fig. 5), and increases

with the size cf the target mass. This can be understood

from the fact that a recoiling nucleon produced in a W-nucleus

has, in the mean, a longer path in nuclear matter than one

which is produced in a CNO- or AgBr-nuclei. Consequently, it

is possible to deliver more excitation energy to the tungsten

target i.e. for a given value of N more evaporation particles

are, on the average, produced in p-W, reactions, than in p-Em

reactions.
2 /

Kig. 6 shows the mass dependence of N which is close to A 3
g

Fig. 7 exhibits the mass dependence of the shower particle

multiplicity at 400 GeV. The multiplicities depends linearly

on A1/3.

Mean multiplicities are given ir Table I. <n >/D, where 0

is the dispersion v<n 2>- <n *>', is in agreement with p-emul-

sion data in the range 6-300 GeV. The limiting
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behaviour of .nultiplicities of nuclear fragmentation products

shown in Table 1 and Figs. 3-7 contradicts the cascade-evapora-

tion model and is consistent with theories of particle produc-

tion which are based on the considerations of a long time scale

for Darticle production compared to the passage time of the lea-

di.ig hadron.

4. Comparison between the number of encounters (v) and the

number of fast target protons (grey prong particles!.

It has recently been observed that there exists a simple model

for the relationship between the grey-prong production and the

number of collisions of the impinging projectile in the nuc-

leus. In the model suggested in ref. [8] the production of

fast protons (grey prong particles, N ) is assumed to originate
a

from an independent mechanism far each of the v collisions.

The baaic formulas in the model are

N
e
 < rV A )\.i

(A)

*v-1x N

and

P v . A ( V * ( 8N ) ( 1 - X ) V * g l6i

a

where ^ > ,« e <N >/<v> is proportional to A 3. For p-W

reactions we obtain <N > . = 1.33.

The N -distribution after one collision is P „ tl(N ) and afterg v*i#W g

v collisions P v ^ ^ O » i'e« t h e v-fold convolution of P u^ ...

In Fig. 8 we present Pu(v»N ) - iru
(v) P U(N ) for p-W reac-

" B " V» " B
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tions. ir,.(v), the probability that the incident proton collides

v times in the target nucleus, is taken from a Glauber calcu-

lation with a Woods-Saxon nuclear density distribution [13].

The N -distribution in p-W reactions is then predicted to be

where we sum over all possible v-values. In Fig. 9 the pre-

diction from eq. (7) is compared with the multiplicity distri-

bution of N obtained in p-W reactions at 400 GeV. The dis-

crepancy for N < 1 may depend on the scanning loss of stars

with p small number of heavy prongs. For N > 3 the fit is

very good and provides evidence for the model suggested. From

the model it is evidently possible to compute the mean number

of collisions v(N ) for fixed number of grey prong particles (N )

and for different target nuclei.

v(Nfl •

In Fig. 10 the dependence betwean v and N for p-CNO, p-Em,

p-AgBr and p-W reactions is evaluated.

5. The correlation between shower particles and recoiling

protons.

Fig. 11a shows that N provides similar correlations in p-Em

and p-W reactions. The dependence between v(N ), calculated

from eq. (8), and <n > is exhibited in Fig. 11b and we note

the agreement between the p-Em and p-W results. If<n >is a

linear function of v we can directly compare multiplicities

correlated to v through eq. (S) and multiplicities measured in
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inclusive experiments with well-defined target nuclei, where

<v>. = Jvir.lv). Therefore multiplicities obtained by Fumuro et al.[4]

in D-Al, p-Cu, p-Sn and p-W reactions together with pp-multi-

plicities at 400 GeV [14] have also been plotted in Fig. 11b.

With v(N j = <v>A we observe close agreement. This points to

the conclusion that the pion production process mainly depends

on the longitudinal thickness of nuclear matter (i.e. the num-

ber of encounters v) and not on the target mass A itself.

Consequantly there is no basic difference between a homoge-

neous or a heterogeneous medium like emulsion, because in both

cases we sum over contributions from reactions with different

v-values. This illustrates the necessity of designing experi-

ments where the particle production is correlated to the target

nucleus fragmentation, i.e. production of recoiling nucleons

in ordsr to determine the longitudinal thickness of traversed

nuclear matter in individual events.

6. Conclusions.

The results from p-W interactions exhibit similar features as

the earlier results from p-Em interactions. We have found

that

i) The mean multiplicities of black, grey and shower track

particles in p-W reactions at 400 GeV are

<N.> • 11.5 ± 0.4, <N > » 5.2 ± 0.2, <n > - 20.0 ± 0.6
b g s

ii) The scaled multiplicity distribution in p-W reactions

deviates slightly from that observed in pp-reactions.

iii) The mean number of grey prong particles (recoiling pro-
2/3tons) is proportional to A

iv) The mean number of evaporated particles (black particles
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for a given number of recoiling protons is A-dependent,

v) The N -distribution is well described by
o

IM + v-K N

) M " x } x

+ v-K

N )
B

which provides strong evidence that N is a measure of

the number of collisions inside the nucleus.

vi) The relationship between <n > and v(N ) observed in p-Em
s g

and p-W reactions turns out to be similar,

vii) The relationship between <n > and <N.> is A dependent

(follows from figs. 5 and 11a).

viii) The pion production mainly depends en the longitudinal

thickness of nuclear matter (i.e. the number of encounters,

and not on the target mass itself.
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FigurB captions.

Fig. 1. The wire loaded emulsion detector.

Fig. 2.a. Distribution of tracks from primary protons interac-

ting in the wire. The solid histogram shows the mea-

sured distributions (events with |z| > "0 ym are omit-

ted in the analysis) and the dotted histogram exhibits the

distribution, expected from the geometry of the wire.

The shaded areas show the distributions of p-Em events

expected when |z| < 10 ym.

b. <Nh> as a function of Z (i.e. the distanse between

the primary protons and the wire axis).

Fig. 3. Shower particle distributions. The dotted curve

shows the Slattery scaling function for p-p reac-

tions.

Fig. 4.a. N -distributions in p-W (solid histogram) and in

p-Em (dotted histogram) reactions at 400 GeV.

b. N. -distributions in p-W and p-Em reactions.

c. N. -distributions in p-W and p-Em reactions.
h

Fig. 5. <Nb> as a function of N for p-W and p-Em reactions

at 400 GeV.

Fig. 6. <N> as function of the target mass A.

Fig. 7. <n > as a function of the target mass A.s

The open circle represents this experiment.

Fig. 8. The two dimensional probability distribution Pu(v,N ).
w g

Fig. 9. The experimental N -distribution (solid) compared
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with the prediction from equation (7) [dashed).

Fig. 10. v calculated from eq. (6) as a function of N for dif-

ferent target nuclei.

Fig. 11.a. <n > as a function of N for p-W and p-Em inter-

actions at 400 GeV.

b. <n > as a function of v(N ). The open triangless S
are results from ref. [4] and ref. [14] plotted

versus
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Table 1

Multiplicities in p-Em and p-W reactions at 400 GeV,

b

<ns>/D

references

P-Em

16.610.4

2.910.1

4.510.1

1.5510.05

[11]

p-CNO

-13.,

0.85*10.04

1.7*10.1

[12]

p-AgBr

-IS.

3.36*10,

6.2*10.

[12]

,4

.08

.1

20,

5,

11,

1.1

p-W

.010.6

.210.2

.510.4

5610.06

this work

at 200 GeV [12]
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